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Our spray guns feature an innovative type of internal flow control mechanism, permitting smooth
& simple adjustment of the water or air flow across the entire range

of trigger movement & if required, the optimal water or air pressure value can be easily controlled.

All attachments are connected to the spray guns by fixing them onto the safety cone.

Attachments for the stainless steel gun are screwable
ensuring a reliable fixing under a high water or air pressure supply.

The gun grip is made from a special plastic guaranteeing insolation against hot and cold water.

The spray guns are readily deployed; The storage rack with the various attachments can be fastened to
the wall or table surface and the pressure hose is then easily connected

to the tap with a nut connector (Sizes: ¾”, ½”).

For operation with compressed air the hose needs a suitable air supply connection.

Maintenance

It is recommended that the spray guns are descaled as and when required.
This is beneficial for the service life and reliability of the guns.

Sterilisation

Both gun types are steam sterilisable.
See the individual reprocessing sheets for further notice.

Specifications

The Aluminium Spray Gun maximum water or air pressure is10 bar.
The Stainless Steel Spray Gun maximum water or air pressure is 12 bar.

Safety Instructions

The guns are notmedical products and must not to be used as part of a medical treatment.

Cleaning Instructions

The guns & all additional accessories & equipment may only be cleaned
with warm water & mild detergent.
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Warning

Before operating, it must be ensured that the attachments are correctly attached to the safety cone.

If the guns are not in use then any supply water or air pressuremust be turned off.

When in use, the Cleaning Guns must not be pointed at parts or orifices of the body
since the water or compressed air jet may be harmful.

Depending upon the field of application suitable safety measures must be taken
to protect the user from splashes of contaminated water (protective goggles, protective mask, etc.).

Warranty

In the event of improper intervention in the mechanical components of the spray guns,
the statutory guarantee and warranty claims expire.


